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ABSTRACT 

In this work, the validity and quantitative uncertainty of 
WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE code system for the design and analysis of KMRR 
core was tried to be inferred using a well known benchmark code, MCNP. 
WIMS(KAERI) showed an excellent agreement with MCNP code. For three 
different control rod positions at a simulated core which has a 
quarter symmetry, total peaking factors and three sub-factors (radial, 
axial, and local) obtained from VENTURE were compared with those of 
MCNP. The comparison proved the validity of VENTURE and showed 
better agreement in the order of radial, axial, and local factors. 
The uncertainty of WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE system was inferred using the 
2CT band of total peaking obtained by MCNP. The uncertainty of 
WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE system were found to be 18.5% for the operating 
condition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

KMRR(Korea Multipurpose Research Reactor) project has been progressed 
since 1986. It was designed to output 30 Mw t h and to be loaded with two 
different types of fuel assemblies. Figures 1 and 2 show the cross sectional 
view of KMRR core and the fuel assembly types to be loaded. 

WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE code system was selected for the design and analysis 
of the KMRR core. It was very difficult to describe the KMRR core accurately 
using VENTURE mesh structure for the analysis because the core is shaped 
basically with hexagonal and circular structures while the rectangular mesh 
shape is the basic mesh shape of VENTURE code. Therefore, there was a 
natural demand to check the validity and the amount of uncertainty of 
WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE system. MCNP(Monte Carlo Neutron Photon) code was 
adopted as a reference code to meet the demand. Table 1 shows the 
characteristics of MCNP and WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE system. Because of the 
characteristics of MCNP and the storage limitation of the computer system used 
(Cyber 170-875), a clean core that has a quarter symmetry was constructed and 
all the calculations for this work were done on quarter core basis. 

The validity of WIMS(KAERI) was checked by comparing a couple of nuclear 
parameters obtained from lattice calculation of 36-element driver assembly 
while that of VENTURE code was confirmed by comparing total peaking factors 
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ABSTRACT 

In this work， the va1idity and quantitative uncertainty of 
WIMS(KAER!)・VENTUREcode system for the design and ana1ysis of KMRR 
core was tried to be inferred using a we11 known benchmark code， MCNP. 
WIMS(KAERI) showed an exce11ent agreement with MCNP code. For three 
different contro1 rod positions at a simu1ated core which has a 
quarter symmetry， total peaking factors and three sub-factors (radia1， 
axia1， and 1oca1) obtained from VENTURE were compared with those of 
MCNP.τhe comparison proved the validi ty of VENTURE and showed 
better agreement in the order of radia1， axia1， and 1oca1 factors. 
The uncertainty of WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE system was inferred using the 
2σband of tota1 peaking obtained by MCNP. The uncertainty of 
WIMS(KAERI)・VENTUREsystem were found to be 18.5亀 forthe operating 
condition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

KMRR(Korea Mu1tipurpose Research Reactor) project has been progressed 
since 1986. It was designed to output 30 MWth and to be 10aded with two 
different types of fue1 assemb1ies. Figures 1 and 2 show the cross sectiona1 
view of KMRR core and the fue1 assemb1y types to be 1oaded. 

WIMS(KAERI)・VENTUREcode system was se1ected for the design and ana1ysis 
of the KMRR core. It was very difficu1t to describe the KMRR core accurate1y 
using VENTURE mesh structure for the ana1ysis because the core is shaped 
basica11y with hexagona1 and circu1ar structures whi1e the rectangu1ar mesh 
shape is the basic mesh shape of VENTURE code. Therefore， there was a 
natura1 demand to check the va1idity and the amount of uncertainty of 
WIMS(KAERI)・VENTURE system. MCNP(Monte Car10 Neutron Photon) code was 
adopted as a reference code to meet the demand. Tab1e 1 shows the 
characteristics of MCNP and WIMS(KAERI)・VENTURE system. Because of the 
characteristics of MCNP and the storage limitation of the computer system used 
(Cyber 170・875)，a c1ean core that has a quarter symmetry was constructed and 
a11 the ca1cu1ations for this work were done on quarter core basis. 

The va1idity of WIMS(KAERI) was checked by comparing a couple of nuc1ear 
parameters obtained from 1attice calculation of 36・e1ementdriver assembly 
while that of VENTURE code was confirmed by comparing tota1 peaking factors 
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and their three sub-factors(radial(Fg) , axial(F2), local(FL)) determined from 
core calculation. Finally the amount of the uncertainty in the calculation 
of the total peaking by WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE system was tried to be inferred 
by the 2CT band of total peakings obtained by MCNP. 

II. CALCULATIONAL MODEL AND PEAK POWER ANALYSIS METHOD 

II.1 Lattice Calculation 

The lower side of Figure 3 shows the calculational model of 36 element 
driver assembly in WIMS(KAERI). Because of the limited describable geometry 
of WIMS(KAERI), the original hexagonal array of fuel pins was transformed into 
a circular array based on equivalent volume concept. On the other hand, 
exact geometrical configuration was used in MCNP calculation. WIMS(KAERI) 
has no means to account for the axial leakage except axial buckling. As 
usual for lattice calculation, reflective boundary condition was imposed on 
the lattice surface in both of WIMS(KAERI) and MCNP calculation. 

II.2 Core Calculation 

In order to perform core analysis using MCNP, it is required to input 
atomic fractions for all nuclides comprising the core. Therefore a fresh 
clean core was selected in order to avoid such a complicated work. In 
addition, the clean core was tried to have exact quarter symmetry by 
repositioning the control rod sites because the computer storage limitation 
(Cyber 170-875) did not allow MCNP code to perform full core calculation. 
Figure 4 shows the core model of MCNP calculation. 

Because of the reasons to be mentioned in Section II. 3, 3-D and 2-D 
VENTURE models were employed for the core analysis. The mesh grid of 57 x 
47 x 20 was adopted for the 3-D XYZ model in accordance with a cost-and-
benefit analysis done in the early stage of KMRR design. A fuel assembly was 
represented by 4 x 4 x 8 meshes. The mesh size in reflector region was 
decided on the basis of material properties and the actual geometry of various 
kinds of experimental holes. On the other hand, the mesh grid of 2-D XY 
model was determined to be 148 x 117. 

The control rod insertion was considered from the very top of the active 
core instead of the top of the core for both of MCNP and VENTURE calculation. 

II.3 Peak Power Analysis Method 

Total peaking factor at each assembly is defined as follows, 

FT(i) -Max [ FR(i)*Fz(i,j)*FL(i,j) ], j-1, 2, ...,8 (1) 

In above equation, indexes i, j represent the assembly, the axial plane of the 
assembly, respectively. In addition, FR, Fz, FL are used to represent the 
radial, axial, local peaking factors of the assembly i, respectively. Radial 
peaking is defined as relative power sharing of the assembly i and axial 
peaking is the ratio of the power of plane j to the average plane power at the 
assembly i. Local peaking is obtained from the ratio of maximum to average 
rod power at the plane j of the assembly i. 
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and their three sub-factors(radia1(FR)， axia1(FZ)， 10ca1(FL)) determined from 
core ca1cu1ation. Fina1ly the amount of the uncertainty in Lhe ca1cu1ation 
of the tota1 peaking by W1MS(KAER1)-VENTURE system was tried to be inferred 
by the 2a band of tota1 peakings obtained by MCNP. 

11. CALCULAT10NAL MODEL AND PEAK POWER ANALYS1S METHOD 

11.1 Lattice Ca1cu1ation 

The 10wer side of Figure 3 shows the ca1cu1ationa1 mode1 of 36 e1ement 
driver assemb1y in W1MS(KAER1). Because of the 1imited describab1e geometry 
of WIMS(KAER1)， the origina1 hexagona1 array of fue1 pins was transformed into 
a circu1ar array based on equiva1ent vo1ume concept. On the other hand， 
exact geometrica1 configuration was used in MCNP ca1cu1ation. W1MS(KAER1) 
has no means to account for the axia1 1eakage except axia1 buck1ing. As 
usua1 for 1attice ca1cu1ation， reflective boundary condition was imposed on 
the 1attice surface in both of W1MS(KAER1) and MCNP calcu1ation. 

11.2 Core Ca1culation 

1n order to perform core ana1ysis using MCNP， it is required to input 
atomic fractions for a11 nuc1ides comprising the core.τherefore a fresh 
c1ean core was se1ected in order to avoid such a comp1icated work. 1n 
addition， the c1ean core was tried to have exact quarter symmetry by 
repositioning the contro1 rod sites because the computer storage 1imitation 
(Cyber 170・875) did not a110w MCNP code to perform fu11 core ca1cu1ation. 
Figure 4 shows the core mode1 of MCNP ca1cu1ation. 

Because of the reasons to be mentioned in Section II. 3， 3・D and 2・D
VENTURE mode1s were employed for the core ana1ysis. The mesh grid of 57 x 
47 x 20 was adopted for the 3・D XYZ mode1 in accordance with a cost-and-
benefit ana1ysis done in the ear1y stage of KMRR design. A fue1 assemb1y was 
represented by 4 x 4 x 8 meshes. The mesh size in ref1ector region was 
decided on the basis of materia1 properties and the actua1 geometry of various 
kinds of experimenta1 h01es. On the other hand， the mesh grid of 2・DXY 
mode1 was determined to be 148 x 117. 

The contro1 rod insertion was considered from the very top of the active 
core instead of the top of the core for both of MCNP and VENTURE ca1cu1ation. 

I1.3 Peak Power Ana1vsis Method 

Tota1 peaking factor at each assemb1y is defined as fo110ws， 

FT(i) -Max [ FR(i)*Fz(i，j)女FL(i，j) 1， j-1， 2， ... ，8 ・・・・・・・・・・・‘・・ (1)

1n above equation， indexes i， j represent the assemb1y， the axia1 p1ane of the 
assemb1y， respective1y. 1n addition， FR' Fz， FL are used to represent the 
radia1， axia1， 1oca1 peaking factors of the assemb1y i， respective1y. Radia1 
peaking is defined as re1ative power sharing of the assemb1y i and axia1 
peaking is the ratio of the power of p1ane j to the average p1ane power at the 
assemb1y i. Loca1 peaking is obtained from the ratio of maximum to average 
rod power at the p1ane j of the assemb1y i. 
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In addition to the computer storage problem, it was not desirable to 
calculate the total peaking using Eq. (1) in terms of computer cost. 
Following approximated equation was used to determine total peak, 

FT(i) - FR(i)*Fz(i)*FL(i), (2) 

where axial peaking factor(F.) is the ratio of maximum to average plane power 
of assembly i and local peaking factor(F.) is the ratio of maximum to average 
rod power in the assembly i. At all rod out condition, radial and axial 
peaking factors were calculated by 3-D VENTURE while local peaking factor was 
determined from 2-D VENTURE model. When there was partial or full insertion 
of rods, radial and axial peaking factors were obtained from 3-D calculation 
at that rod position while local peaking was from 2-D calculation at all rod-
in condition. 

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

III.l Lattice Calculation 

The main difficulty in the use of Monte Carlo code for the criticality and 
power distribution calculation is, how fast to have the source distribution 
converged. For the effective running, 500 source locations per cycle were 
sampled for first 10 cycles and 3000 source locations per cycle for last 15 
cycles. Table 2 shows the power sharing of each ring in driver assembly. 
Because of the difference in the treatment of axial boundary, it is 
meaningless to compare the K-effective values. The comparison of power 
sharing can prove the validity of WIMS(KAERI). 

Ill.2 Core Calculation 

In order to improve the calculational accuracy, 1000 source locations per 
cycle were sampled for first 15 cycles and 5000 location per cycle were 
selected randomly for last 20 cycles. 

Table 3 shows the comparison of K-effective values at three different 
control rod positions. The comparison confirms that 3-D VENTURE has a good 
capability to predict the reactivity of KMRR core although there is slight 
overestimation that seems to come from the homogenizatiorr*. Tables 4 and 
5 show the local peaking factors at ARO and ARI conditions, respectively. 
From these tables, it can be asserted that 2-D VENTURE predictions are in good 
agreement with the nominal value of MCNP within 10 % relative error. As 
expected, the insertion of control rods increases considerably the local 
peaking factors of assemblies surrounding control site while it causes 
negligible effects on the assemblies having no direct contact with control 
site. Tables 6 and 7 prove the validity of 3-D VENTURE model for the 
calculation of the axial peaking factors. Tables 8 and 9 show the radial 
power sharing at all rod out and half-in conditions, respectively. 3-D 
VENTURE seems to underestimate the power sharing slightly. It is believed 
that 3-D VENTURE has a good capability to predict the radial peaking factor 
for KMRR core analysis. 
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1n addition to the computer storage prob1em， it was not desirab1e to 
ca1cu1ate the tota1 peaking using Eq. (1) in terms of computer cost. 
Fo11owing approximated equation was used to determine tota1 peak， 

FT(i)・ FR(i)*FZ(i)*FL(i)， -・ (2)

where axia1 peaking factor(Fz) is the ratio of maximum to average p1ane power 
of assemb1y i and 1oca1 peaking factor(FL) is the ratio of maximum to average 
rod power in the assemb1y i. At a11 rod out condition， radia1 and axia1 
peaking factors were ca1cu1ated by 3・DVENTURE whi1e 1oca1 peaking factor was 
determined from 2・DVENTURE mode1. When there was partia1 or fu11 insertion 
of rods， radia1 and axia1 peaking factors were obtained from 3・Dca1culation 
at that rod position whi1e 1oca1 peaking was from 2・Dca1culation at al1 rod-
in condition. 

111. RESULTS AND CONCLUS10N 

111.1 Lattice Ca1cu1ation 

The main difficu1ty in the use of Monte Car10 code for the critica1ity and 
power distribution ca1cu1ation is， how fast to have the source distribution 
converged. For the effective running， 500 source 1ocations per cyc1e were 
samp1ed for first 10 cyc1es and 3000 source 1ocations per cyc1e for 1ast 15 
cyc1es. Tab1e 2 shows the power sharing of each ring in driver assemb1y. 
Because of the difference in the treatment ofaxia1 boundary， i t is 
meaning1ess to compare the K-effective va1ues. The comparison of power 
sharing can prove the va1idity of W1MS(KAER1). 

111.2 Core Ca1cu1ation 

1n order to improve the ca1cu1ationa1 accuracy， 1000 source 1ocations per 
cyc1e were samp1ed for first 15 cyc1es and 5000 1ocation ter cyc1e were 
se1ected random1y for 1ast 20 cyc1es. 

Tab1e 3 shows the comparison of K-effective va1ues at three different 
contro1 rod positions. The comparison confirms that 3・DVENTURE has a good 
capabi1ity to predict the reactivity of KMRR core a1thou&~ there is slight 
overestimation that seems to come from the homogenization~/. Tab1es 4 and 
5 show the 1oca1 peaking factors at ARO and AR1 conditions， respective1y. 
From these tab1es， it can be asserted that 2・DVENTURE predictions are in good 
agreement with the nomina1 va1ue of MCNP within 10 亀 re1ativeerror. As 
expected， the insertion of contro1 rods increases considerab1y the 1oca1 
peaking factors of assemb1ies surrounding contro1 site whi1e it causes 
neg1igib1e effects on the assemb1ies having no direct contact with contro1 
site. Tab1es 6 and 7 prove the validity of 3・D VENTURE mode1 for the 
ca1cu1ation of the axia1 peaking factors. Tab1es 8 and 9 show the radia1 
power sharing at a11 rod out and ha1f-in conditions， respective1y. 3・D
VENTURE seems to underestimate the power sharing slight1y. 1t is be1ievcd 
that 3・DVENTURE has a good capabi1ity to predict the radia1 peaking factor 
for KMRR core ana1ysis. 
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III.3 Total peaking and Uncertainty of WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE System 

Tables 10 and 11 show the total peaking factors at ARO and rod half-in 
conditions, respectively. Fractional standard deviation(f.s.d.) of total 
peaking was calculated based on the assumption that sub-factors are 
independent one another. In order to keep the consistency of the 
calculation, total peakings of MCNP were determined based on the same 
calculational method (Eq.(2)) mentioned in Section II.3. True total peaking 
for each assembly is not known. However, the true value can be assumed to 
be lower than upper top of 2a band of MCNP with more than 97.7% confidence 
level. Table 12 shows the amount of the required fraction to lift up VENTURE 
value to the upper top of the MCNP band. Therefore, we have to consider 
about 18.5% uncertainty for the operating condition as long as there is no 
improvement on the peak power analysis method and WIMS(KAERI)-VENTURE model 
for KMRR analysis. 
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I 11.3 Tota1 Deakin2 and Uncertaintv of W1MS(KAER1】-VENTURESvstem 

Tab1es 10 and 11 show the tota1 peaking factors at ARO and rod ha1f-in 
conditions， respective1y. Fractiona1 standard deviation(f.s.d.) of tota1 
peaking was ca1cu1ated based on the assumption that sub-factors are 
independent one another. 1n order to keep the consistency of the 
ca1cu1ation， tota1 peakings of MCNP were determined based on the same 
ca1cu1ationa1 method (Eq.(2)) mentioned in Section 11.3. True tota1 peaking 
for each assemb1y is not known. Huwever， the true va1ue can be assumed to 
be 10wer than ~pper top of 2σband of MCNP with more than 97.7も confidence
1eve1. Tab1e 12 shows the amount of the required fraction to 1ift up VENTURE 
va1ue to the upper top of the MCNP band. Therefore， we have to consider 
about 18.5も uncertaintyfor the operating condition as 10ng as there is no 
improvement on the peak power ana1ysis method and W1MS(KAER1)・VENTUREmode1 
for KMRR ana1ysis. 
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0.895 

1.016 

0.902 

0.0120 

0.0133 

0.0127 

0.0135 

0.965 

0.852 

0.976 

0.887 

0.0104 

-0.0505 

-0.0410 

-0.0404 

Table 8 Radial Factors at All Rod Out 

iF( MCNP 
IVENTURE Rel. Err. 

rllO旬r f...d. 

R03 1.24.7 0.031111 1.24.1 

R06 1.299 0.04.30 1.271 -0.0222 

R09 1.326 0.04.111 J.277 -0.0381 

R010 1.2・77 0.04.且目 1.2511 -0.0170 

区: MCNP 
IVENTURE lRel. Err 

f.otor ι..d. 

R03 1.649 0.0507 1.786 0.0767 

R06 1.562 0.0561 1.509 -0.0:謁 1

R09 1.343 0.0494 1.341 -0.0015 

R010 1.670 0.05112 1.770 0.0599 

』
〉
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Axial F由ctorsat All Rod Out Table 6 Iρcal Factors at All Rod In Table 5 

l
N
N
C
1
 

el. Err. 

-0.口505

-0.0410 

0.0104 0.065 

0.852 

0.078 

0.0133 

0.0127 

f...d. 

0.0129 

MCNP 

t..etor 

0.895 

1.016 

0.955 

Code 

R03 

R06 

R09 

A... 
Loc. 

f¥ZC;b¥ de MCNP 
~NTURE !Rel. Err. i 

tactor f...d. 

R03 1.34'7 0.0316 1.380 0.024 

R06 1‘.424 0.0327 1.420 -0.003 

R09 1.337 0.02回 1.340 O.∞z 

R010 1.461 0.0338 1.4111 O.∞o 

」ー←ー 」

-0.0404 

Table 8 

0.867 

Radlal Factors at All Rod Out 

0.0135 0.902 R010 

Axial Factors at A11 Rod Half-In Tableマ



\ Code 

A B B . \ 
Loc. \ 

MCNP 
VENTURE Rel. Err. 

\ Code 

A B B . \ 
Loc. \ factor f.B.d. 

VENTURE Rel. Err. 

R03 

E08 

R09 

E010 

0.004 

0.854 

1.116 

0.707 

0.0164 

0.0131 

0.0131 

0.0152 

0.026 

0.847 

1.073 

0.793 

0.0237 

-0.0083 

-0 .040i 

-0.0050 

Table 9 Radial Factors at All Rod Half-In 

\ Code 

A M \ 
Loc. \ 

MCNP 
VENTURE Rel. Err. A M \ 

Loc. \ factor t.i.d. 
VENTURE Rel. Err. 

R03 2.006 0.0620 2.262 0.2101 

R06 1.000 0.0682 1.815 -0.0468 

R09 2.004 0.0592 1.928 -0.0394 

R010 1.945 0.0688 2.051 0.0617 

Table 11 Total Factors at All Rod Half-In 

\ Code 

A B B . \ 
Loc. \ 

MCNP 
VENTURE Rel. Err. A B B . \ 

Loc. \ factor f.i.d. 
VENTURE Rel. Err. 

R03 1.740 0.0772 1.721 -0 .110 

R06 1.6B6 0.0639 1.489 -0 .132 

R09 1.796 0.0617 1.726 -0 .041 

R010 1.4B7 0.0714 1.447 -0 .028 

Table 10 Total Factors at All Rod Out 

\ Hod 
v. Loc. 

Asa. >. 
Loo. \ 

All Rod Out All Rod Half 
-In 

R03 0.167 -0 .011 

R06 0.277 0.165 

R09 0.169 0.182 

R010 0.174 0.0B1 

> 

Table 12 Uncertainty Factors 

lx MCNP 
~ENTURE Rel. Err. 

tac匂r r.・4

R03 1.'740 0.0772 1.721 -0.110 

R06 1.686 0.0639 1.489 -0.132 

R09 1.'796 0.061マ 1.726 -0.041 

R010 1.4日7 0.0714 1.447 -0.028 

区( MCNP IvENTURE ¥Rel. Err. 
'，.clor 1・.d.

R03 0.904 0.0164 0.926 0.0237 

R06 0.854 0.0131 0.847 -0.∞B3 

R09 1.116 0.0131 1.073 一口 04.01

ROlO 0.7自? 0.0152 0.793 -0.∞50 
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lよそAll Rod Out All Rod Hal1 
-In 

R03 0.167 -O.Ol1 

R06 0.277 0.1自5

R09 0.169 0.162 

R010 0.174 0.061 

lx MCNP 
jVENTURE lRel. Err. 

ractCtr f.s.d 

R03 2.008 0.0620 2.262 0.2101 

ROd 1.9∞ 0.0662 1.815 -0.0468 

R09 2.004. 0.0592 1.926 -0.0394. 

R010 1.945 0.0696 2.0151 0.061'7 

Uncerlainly Factors Table 12 Total Factors al All Rod Half-ln Table 11 


